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ABSTRACT:-   Data aggregation is rather a common but critical operation in many applications of 

wireless sensor networks.  Innovative techniques that improve energy efficiency to prolong the 

network lifetime are highly required. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are highly distributed 

networks consisting of a large number of tiny, low cost, light-weight wireless nodes deployed to 

monitor an environment or a system.  Each node in a WSN consists of three  subsystems: the sensor 

subsystem which senses the environment, the processing subsystem which performs local 

computations on  the sensed data, and the communication subsystem which is responsible for 

message exchange with neighboring sensor nodes. While an individual sensor node has limited 

sensing region, processing power, and energy, networking a large number of sensor nodes give rise 

to a robust, reliable, and accurate sensor network covering a wide region satisfying Qos challenges. 

Thus, QOS –aware  routing protocols in WSNs is a very important issue.  
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1 Introduction 

 

            Quality of Service (QoS) is a defined level of performance in a communications 

network required by a type of network traffic. There are two main problems in routing QoS traffic in 

mobile networks. The first issue is stability. With most ad hoc wireless networks that support QoS, 

each node acts as a router. In many distributed reactive routing schemes, if a node does not know the 

QoS parameters of its neighbors, it broadcasts the route request packet and the neighboring nodes 

share their QoS parameters using broadcast packets. The broadcast packets used to discover the QoS 

parameters of nodes’ neighbors and negotiate QoS paths can flood the network. The second issue is 

minimizing the QoS  impact due to network failures. If a supporting node fails when traffic is routed 

through multiple hops,then in the worst case, the connection must be rerouted from the source. This 

global fault-recovery method requires that the source renegotiate a new QoS path, which is costly in 

computation and communication. If multiple sources were using the failed node in QoS paths, then 

each source must negotiate a new path.  

              Applications such as security and surveillance monitoring, battlefield command and control, 

and wildlife or medical monitoring rely on the correct functioning of the underlying WSNs for data 

sensing and retrieval in response to application queries. In such applications, the WSNs are often 

deployed in an area where replacements of sensors are difficult or impossible. 

           

 To conserve energy of SNs, a well accepted approach is for the WSN to self-organize itself into 

clusters. Within a cluster, a cluster head is elected to perform more data aggregation and relay duties 
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than normal SNs and is rotated among SNs in the cluster for balancing energy consumption. An 

intra-cluster routing tree is maintained dynamically in response to sensor faults. 

 

2   Energy Conservation 

 

                       One of the characteristics of WSNs is severe resource constraints. The constraints on 

resources involve energy, bandwidth, memory, buffer size, processing capability, and  limited 

transmission power. Among them, energy is a primary concern since energy is severely constrained 

at SNs and it may not be feasible to replace or recharge the battery for SNs that are often expected to 

work in a remote or inhospitable environment. Several techniques and protocols have been  proposed 

to address this issue.  

               Data fusion or data aggregation is a solution to reduce energy consumption by decreasing  

redundancy in the data. Directed diffusion relies on local interactions among nodes to create efficient 

paths for data flow. No global routing state is kept anywhere in the system. Each node chooses its 

own sources from which to receive  data, leading to reasonably efficient data propagation at a global 

level. The protocol achieves energy savings by allowing intermediate nodes to aggregate responses 

to queries. To save energy, the transmission power of a SN even when it is a CH is reduced to a 

minimum level to enable the SN to communicate with its neighbour SNs within one-hop radio range 

denoted by r.  

                Thus every SN needs to use a multi-hop route (i.e. passing through a number of other SNs) 

for it to communicate with another SNs distance away. When the WSN becomes less dense as time 

progresses due to sensor  node failures, the one-hop radio range can be increased  dynamically to 

allow the WSN to continue its function at the  expense of energy consumption. Also to save energy 

SNs do not operate in the full power mode but in the power saving  mode. At this mode a SN 

operates either in active mode i.e. transmitting or receiving, or in sleep mode. Clustering is a  widely 

accepted technique for reducing energy consumption in WSNs. In order to achieve a long-lived 

network, energy load  must be evenly distributed among all SNs so that the energy at  a single SN or 

a small set of SNs will not be depleted too  rapidly. The energy consumption due to periodic 

clustering is taken into consideration when we compute the MTTF of  the WSN in our analysis.  

                  We define the system lifetime or the mean time to failure(MTTF) as the total number of 

queries the  system can answer correctly until it fails to delivery query results either due to channel 

or sensor faults, or when the system energy reaches the energy threshold level E threshold . We 

define a query’s QoS requirements in terms of its reliability and timeliness requirements, denoted as 

Rreq and  Treq. The system must deliver query esults within Treq and the reliability of data delivery 

must be at least Rreq. Our objective is to determine the best path and source redundancy  levels to 

satisfy QoS while maximizing MTTF. 

 

3. Reactive  Approach 

 

A. Status Reporting 

 

          All SNs will be in power-saving mode and awake upon receiving an inquiry. For a status 

update packet sent by a CH, a SN will wake up to  

 

(1) send a request to its one-hop neighbors for the information on packet delay information, 
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(2) receive the reply from its one-hop neighborsand calculate the transmission speed violation 

probability Qt,jk,  

 

(3) send the reply to the CH, and 

 

(4) go back to the power-saving mode.  

 

 

 
 

Fig-3  REACTIVE   METHOD 

 

 

When SNs receive a query to perform sensing, they will perform the sensing task, relay the sensor 

reading, and then go back to the power-saving mode.Similarly, SNs that are assigned to forward 

packets will go back to the power-saving mode after packets are forwarded. For a status update 

request sent by the PC, a CH will send back the reply on the average (ej, Qt,jk) value. 
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B. Query Processing 

 

Step 1: Determine the optimal level of redundancy (m, ms) and send the query: The PC 

will send an inquiry packet to the source CH as well as all CHs located between the PC and the 

source CH to request an update on the average (ej, Qt,jk) of SNs in their clusters. Upon receiving 

the request from the PC, CHs will send back a reply packet carrying the average (ej, Qt,jk) to the 

PC. These average (ej, Qt,jk) values then can be used as indexes into the MMS table to lookup for 

the optimal level of redundancy (m, ms) that should be used in respond to the query. The PC then 

sends (m, ms) along with the query packet to the source CH. 

All other steps, including 

 

 Step 2 (Choose ms sensors that should respond to the query), 

 

Step 3 (Relay sensor data from SNs to CH), and  

 

Step 4 (Relay sensor data from the CH to the PC) are the same as listed in the proactive approach. 

 

 

Processing Center (PC): 

 

1. Sends an inquiry packet to the source CH and those CHs between the source CH and the 

PC to request information on (ej, Qt,jk). 

 

2. Performs table lookup into the MMS table using the average (ej, Qt,jk) values to determine 

the optimal level of redundancy (m and ms). 

 

3. Sends the query and the optimal redundancy level (m, ms) to the source CH. 

 

 

Cluster Head (CH): 

 

1. When receiving an inquiry form the PC or other CHs between the PC and the source CH, 

sends an update on (ej, Qt,jk) to the PC or other CHs. 

 

2. When receiving a query from the PC to serve as the source CH, chooses ms SNs to 

perform data sensing. 

 

3. Relays the sensor reading to the PC by broadcasting the data packet to m first-hop 

neighbor nodes. 

 

 

Sensor Node (SN): 

 

1. When receiving an inquiry packet from a neighbor SN, sends packet delay information to 

the neighbor. 

 

2. When receiving an inquiry packet from the CH, sends a status packet to the CH to inform 
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of its residual energy (Eo) and (ej, Qt,jk). 

 

3. When receiving a query from the CH, performs sensor reading. 

 

4. Sends data to the CH based on the HHDD protocol. 

 

Intermediate Node (SNI): 

 

1. When receiving a data broadcast message, checks to see if it is specified as a forwarding 

node. If yes, rebroadcasts the data packet but specifies in the data packet only one SN that 

satisfies the speed requirement in the next hop to continue forwarding the data. 

 

2. Discards duplicate data. 

 

4.  Location Based Routing 

 

         Here, we adopt location  routing based on location awareness to reduce data packet forwarding 

cost and energy consumption. To minimize energy consumption, QoS –aware  algorithm does not 

use routing tables to maintain routes. Rather we leverage geographical routing that allows SNs to 

route information hop-by-hop to their CH and then from the CH to the processing center node. We 

initiate a hop-by-hop  data  delivery(HHDD) protocol to implement the desired level of  redundancy 

to achieve QOS. For path redundancy, we want to form m paths from a source CH to the processing 

center as  illustrated in figure  

 

 

 

 
Fig 4.1  Hop-by-hop data delivery 
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Fig 4.2   Clustered set of  nodes 

                          This is achieved by having m SNs on the first hop relay the data, only one single 

node relay the data  per receiving group in all subsequent hops. For source redundancy, we want 

each of the ms SNs to communicate with the source CH through a distinct path. This is achieved by 

having only one SN relay the data through broadcast in each of the subsequent hops in each path.SN 

can specify a set of  SNS in the next hop(that is m in the first hop and 1 in a subsequent hop)as the 

intended receivers and only those SNs will forward data.. This  QoS –aware  algorithm determines 

the best redundancy level to be used for data propagation, based on the current channel/node and 

transmission delay conditions with the goal to satisfy QOS requirements and to maximize system 

lifetime of a WSN. 

                         The algorithm is also designed to adapt to network  dynamics due to changes in 

sensor node density ,sensor node residual energy (E0), and transmission radius (r) as time progresses 

. cluster head will collect information at runtime on a per query basis to parameterize the following 

two parameters:- 

 

1. Transmission failure probability of node SNj (ej) for  account  of  its  residual energy, 

 

2.  Transmission speed violation probability (Qt,jk) between SNj and SNk. Other system 

parameters such as the total number of sensors (n), the number of sensors in a cluster (ns), 

              transmission radius (r), and sensor density (λ) will be collected periodically.  

 

        Then by performing a lookup operation into the determine the best (m, ms) that would     

maximize the MTTF. 

 

 

5.  SYSTEM  DESIGN:- 

 

5.1   DATA  FLOW  DIAGRAM:-     

  

                 In  this   section   we  have   chalked  out   the   work   flow  pattern  whereby at  the  

initial stage  we  concrentrate  on  an  algorithm  to  decide the  sequential data flow and analyze the 
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transmission  speed  violation   along  with  energy  depletion occurring  during  the  process   of  file  

request  and   transfer. 
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5.2  SYSTEM  OPERATIONAL  IMPLEMENTATION:- 

          In  this  section   we  present  the  operational   implementation  of  the  above  

mentioned  theory   . For  implementation we  have  chosen  Visual  Studio .Net  platform 

with the aid of  C# programming we  have  performed  the  system  design. 

 

1. Server Upload Files are sent into the Router. This Page contain IP Address Validation. 
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2. Following the HHDD protocol. Uploaded Files are meet in the Cluster Head(CH) that time the 

total bytes(3 files) are read and pass through the Processing Center. Each Router has one cluster 

head. 
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3. Files are received by packet’s that time any sensor failure or service time failure if the packet is 

loss so that time energy process is working. 
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4. Calculation of   Speed Violation. Mainly Xset in 1. 
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5. Conclusion:-   

         Thus  in this  paper  we  intend  to implement   a reactive approach QoS-aware control 

mechanism on a clustered set  of  sensor nodes ,based on hop-by-hop data delivery   with  the  aid  of 

C#.NET  framework  and  Visual  Studio.NET   software environment   .   Precisely   the  above   

mentioned   software environment   will  help  us  to  create  a  virtual   platform  to  implement   and 

analyze  our   objective. 
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